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Efficiency

(1): effective operation as measured by a comparison of production with cost 
(as in energy, time, and money)

(2): the ratio of the useful energy delivered by a dynamic system to the energy 
supplied to it

(Meriam Webster, 2019)



Thoroughly Study Your 
Standards of Evaluation

• What is expected of me?
• What level of achievement 

am I aiming for?
• What will this look like in my 

classroom?



Mise-en-Place

What systems can I put in place beforehand to save time and 
avoid redundancy without compromising individual student 

experience?

The system that makes kitchens go is 
called mise-en-place, or, literally, "put 
in place." It's a French phrase that 
means to gather and arrange the 
ingredients and tools needed for 
cooking” (Charnas, 2014).



Deep Work vs. Shallow Work

• Deep Work: “The activity of focusing without distraction on a cognitively
demanding task”

• Shallow Work: “Anything that doesn’t require uninterrupted concentration”

“The ability to concentrate is a skill that you have to train if you expect to do it well” 

(Herrera, 2019)



4 Efficient Strategies

1. Checklists and 
Systems

2. Resource Banks

3. Rubric Set-Up

4. Quick Parts



• Weekly Tasks

• Daily Tasks

• Types of Posts

• Responses to Students

• Running List of Changes

1. Checklists and Systems



2. Banks-Discussion



2. Banks- Resources



3. Rubric Set-Up

How can you set up your rubrics to minimize time but maximize clarity and 
quality of feedback?



3. Rubric Set-Up-Part 2



4. Quick Parts

When grading in Microsoft Word, you can save selections of text that you use 
repeatedly and access it with a few, quick key strokes.



4. Quick Parts-Step 1



Quick Parts- Step 2



Quick Parts-Step 3



In what applications could you use 
Quick Parts?

• Explanations

• Extra Resources

• Entire rubrics

• More…?



Comments and Questions

• What time-saving techniques do you use?

• What questions do you have?
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